Fun Read!

No toddler will be able to resist joining in with this toe-tapping, finger-snapping, sing-it-out-loud story! From a robin chirping in the morning, to a lazy dog snoozing on the kitchen floor, to the sound of Daddys home-at-last footsteps in the evening, the whole day rings with its own kind of music. Lively illustrations of a loving family punctuate a rollicking text where the everyday sounds in a young childs world inspire the sweetest melodies.

My Personal Review:
Sing-Alone Song has been my now 3 year olds number one book for bedtime reading for about six months straight! He never tires of the rhymes, the beautiful details in the illustrations, and he so looks forward to chiming in I just gotta sing-along at the end of each scene! I love the African-American family and the little boy narrator because my son can relate to him and see himself in others! Great book!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Sing-Alone Song - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!